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What has been worked on in the past month:  

Attempts have been made to improve communications between myself, the College of Arts 

officer and the course reps by establishing a group chat on Facebook in addition to just 

using the student emails. This was actioned following discussion about communication in 

the Student Rep Forum with the School of Design course reps.  

The SUggestion to have a solution to the problem of the lift breaking down repetitively in 

AAD East has been seen and sent off to the University’s senior management by SU president 

Kudzai. From following up with him, he has assured that there should be an update 

hopefully by some point in January 2018 in response to the issue. 

I have made my best personal efforts to continue meeting as many course reps in person as 

well as staff members on courses in the School of Design. 

Myself and course reps made our best efforts to maintain student engagement with the 

Module Evaluations. 

 

Successes from the past month:  

The new group chat on Facebook has been well received by course reps so far, 

communication has certainly improved, all that needs to be done is to add the rest of the 

course reps to make sure everyone is connected. 

 Myself and the course reps managed to get at least 45% completion for the Module 

Evaluations which is a big increase in the last week leading up to the deadline.  

Meeting more of the course reps in person has allowed me to make connections and get 

myself more recognised as the design rep across the school. 



Plans for next month:  

I will follow up with Kudzai about the SUggestion concerning the lift in AAD East to what the 

status on the issue towards the end of January. 

I will continue trying to get more of the course reps onto the Facebook group chat so that 

we are all connected. 

I will make efforts to get an update on what is happening with the new ‘How to be a 

Student’ sub committee as a branch of the Academic Board Committee for the College of 

Arts of which myself and Glen the College of Arts Officer will be on.  

Of course I will also help to address any issues brought forward to me by course reps. 


